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ABSTRACT

A steady-state solution to the Fokker-Planck equation for the distri-
bution in pitch angle and velocity of fast ions slowing down into a multi-
species Maxwellian plasma is given. The analysis extends previous results
to the velocity regime 1.8 v-<v<0.8 v , where v. and v are the ion and
electron thermal velocities, respectively. Consequently the solution models
clar5.cal slowing down of fusion reaction products, such as a-particles.
Tr • jlution also covers, and corrects, earlier results for the distribution
f - .ion of slowino down neutral beam ions.



1 INTRODUCTION

For about a decade,more or less sophisticated analytical solutions to
the Fokker-Planck equation governing the distribution function of the slow-
ing down of beam-injected ions in a toroidal plasma»have appeared in the
litterature [1-6J. By perturbation methods the anisotropic steady-state
Fokker-Planck equation has been solved on a flux surface in the velocity

regime vi<v«vg,where v^ and vg are the ion and electron thermal veloci-
ties, respectively. The beam source is assumed to be monoenergetic, but may
have an arbitrary pitch angle distribution. Effects such as those of
friction, velocity diffusion, angular scattering, electric loop field and
charge exchange have been included. Self-collisions among the slowing down
species are neglected for simplicity.

However ingenious, for applications these solutions are generally of
limited value. Errors, printing errors and ambiguities makes it very dif-
ficult to bring order to the results of Refs J3-4]. It was therefore felt
necessary to recompute the solutions with a large effort put on bringing
down errors. Although exactly the same method of solution as that of
Ref [3] has been used, the fundamental result of this paper is to extend
the region of validity of the solution to higher velocities. The Rosenbluth
potentials, governing binary collisions [7], are approximated (with 10%
accuracy) in the region 1.8 v.<v<0.8 v .

A relatively unknown field of plasma physics is that of an ignited or
burning fusion plasma. A crucial question is whether or not the highly ener-
getic fusion reaction products are confined classically. The solutions of
this paper makes it possible to model classical slowing down of T-ions (1.01
MeV, from D-»0 reaction) for Tg>0.9 keV, He

4-ions (3.5 MeV, D-»T reaction) for
Te>3.0 keV, protons (14.7 MeV, D-»He

3) for Tg>12.0 keV, and others. The mini-
mum Te-values required are obtained directly from the reaction Q-values and
the approximations made. The high-energy tails of these particles are
negligible due to the practically absent velocity diffusion in this region,
as will be demonstratt-d.

The thermal broadenings of fusion products generated in a Maxwellian
plasma can be given as their respective full widths at half maximum (see
e.g. Ref [8]);
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Here Q is the reaction energy in keV, the ion temperature Ti is also in
keV, m3 and m^ are the masses of the emerging ions. For 1.01 MeV tritons
we find FWHM=91.5/T-, indicating that the assumption of a monoenergetic
source is violated for a sufficiently high background temperature. We
will discuss the assumptions made in this paper in Section 2, where the
basic equations also will be derived.

In Section 3 a detailed discussion of the approximations of the
Rosenbluth potentials is carried out. The Fokker-Planck equation is cast
into a non-dimensional form in Section 4, and in Section 5 the full solu-
tion will be given. Section 6 contains a few important limiting cases of
the solution. Finally a summary is given in Section 7.

Si-units are used throughout this paper, except when otherwise
stated.



2. Basic equations and assumptions

We want to find an explicit solution for the distribution function f of
a

an ensemble of energetic ions in a background multispecies plasma. In kine-
tic theory this problem can be given an exact formulation. We then have to
face the Boltzmann equation;

Here x^and v Mare the real-space and velocity space coordinates, respective-
ly, F y is an external force, and (3fa/3t)cis the collision term. To evaluate
this latter term, we have to make two approximations: (i) The Fokker-Planck
expansion, which in the usual form taken here in essence is a truncated
Taylor expansion of a probability integral, (ii) The Rutherford scattering
term, which assumes two-body collisions only, non-relativistic velocities
and negligible quantum-mechanical effects.

In a magnetized plasma, the distribution function must be symmetrical
with respect to the field lines. As a consequence we are interested in a
local distribution fa (c,v), where c=cose (e is the pitch angle to the
field line) and v is the total velocity.

With the above approximations, a general formulation of the collision
term in spherical polar coordinates is given in Ref. [/]. If we further as-
sume that the background plasma is well described by an isotropic Maxwell ian
distribution fb, there results

1:4 [
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In this equation
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where £nA is the Coulomb logarithm. The charge numbers of the fast species
and the background ions are designated by z& and zfa, respectively. The
Rosenbluth potentials are defined as [7]

m +m. r ,h*W = Z - V ^ ^(v'Jlv-v'l" dv1a b mb

g(7) = Z ffh(v')|v-v'|dv' (5)
b> D

To solve Eqs. (l)-(2) we will in all main aspects employ a technique devised
in Ref Öl. The solution of this paper, however, will be more accurate at
very high energies, due to a better approximation of the Rosenbluth poten-
tials.

We now turn to the left-hand member of Eq. (1). Steady state implies
that we neglect the time derivative. Let us ponder on this for a moment.
The model, that we are considering here, incorporates a source of ions at
a certain velocity vQ. For us to have a steady-state model, a sink must con-
sequently be introduced. The most natural location of this sink is at the
ion thermal velocity v^, since the fast ions will eventually approach this
velocity during their slowing down and become indistinguishable from the
background. The time needed for thermal ization is

where the Spitzer slowing-down time T and the critical velocity v_ will
be defined later. This time represents the time needed for the mod^l to be-
come applicable. The number density of the fast ions in a uniform background
consequently becomes S T ^ , where S is the number of injected or created
ions per unit volume and time. In a real plasma, a profile factor has to be
included in S.



To treat consistently the diffusion of fast ions in real space involves
profiles of all equilibrium quantities and is immensely laborious. We will
therefore also neglect the second term of the left hand member of the Boltz-
mann equation, and the grounds for doing this are the following. The property
of the ions to remain close to their birth flux surfaces where most equili-
brium quantities are constant helps to conserve a 'local' character of the
slowing down process. For moderate energies (100 keV-regime) and regions in
space close to the magnetic axis this is certainly true in a toroidal device.
For higher energies (1-10 MeV) and further off the magnetic axis, the toroi-
dal magnetic field B,^R~ will, to a certain extent, violate the locality
assumption. A high birth energy for the fast ion implies a large gyroradius,
and the toroidal field will also cause cross-field drifts and banana orbits.
Naturally, these effects become diminished for ions with small birth pitch
angles, such as is the case for parallel! beam injection e.g. For an account
of the impact of the By-field on the collision operator see Ref \s\. Finally
we note that for certain applications the locality assumption is valid irres-
pectively of the energy and distance from the axis. When computing fusion
yields and spectra e.g. the cross sections are extremely temperature-dependent
and the solution to the Fokker-Planck equation for the central part of the
plasma is heavily weighted against that for the remaining plasma.

The external force term of Eq. (1) needs to be put in a more explicit

form. Assuming the external force is that of electric loop field alone, we

can write, in spherical polar coordinates

z a e E

ma

The drag on the ions by the highly mobile electrons have lead us to here use

the effective electric field

E* = E<w;}f)

2 2 (8>

Zn.z. Zn.z*
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We are now in the position to write down the explicit Fokker-Planck

equation for the fast species;

2 eE*<2»» I?fe
f ,

Y1 - VQ S6(v-vo)K(c) • (9)

In this equation a loss-term due to charge exchange (energy-dependent) and the
source term have been added. K (c) is the normalized pitch-angle distribu-
tion, and 6(v) denotes the Dirac delta-function. The terms on the left-hand
side of Eq. (9) represent, in order, velocity diffusion, friction and angu-
lar scattering. The boundary conditions will be given in Section 4. To solve
this equation, the terms involving the Rosenbluth potentials must be proper-
ly modelled. This is the topic of the coming Section.

Before we continue, let us halt here for a moment and restate the assump-
tions made so far. Granting the Boltzmann equation and the work of ref [7] a
general Fokker-Planck equation was established. The inherent approximation of
the Fokker-Planck model as a truncated Taylor expansion, and the assumption
of binary collisions alone, governed by the Rutherford collision term, was
stated. To substantially reduce the complexity of the equation it was further
assumed that the background plasma can be described by an isotropic Maxwell ian
distribution. The density of the fast ions may not be large enough to cause
significant self-collisions and che only loss mechanism during slowing down is
charge exchange. There is no significant diffusion in real space neither due
to drifts or large gyroradii, nor to collisions. The only external field force
is that of a constant electric loop field. Steady state is assumed, making the
solution appropriate only after a certain time i^. For a large laboratory or
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fusion plasma i t lies in the region O .KT . . <10 s.

The final solution is most conveniently put in the form
faU,v)=ST t h faU, v ) , where

1 °°
|{fate,v)v2d<;dv = 1. (10)

-1 o



3* A P P r o x ^ t i o n of tne Rosenbluth potentials

The Rosenbluth potentials of Eqs. (4)-(5) take on a relatively simple
form for an isotropic Maxwell ian bakground with distributions

fb(v) - (-vb
2)-3/2nbexp(-v

2/v^), (11)

where the thermal velocities are here defined as

b

We then have

h (v ) = z s- b % a b>

b / ff m. v^ l'o
D D

f
g(v) =z ^

b / IT

oo

3 % (14)

Note here that the definitions of h and g given in Ref [7] have been

modified to include multiply charged ions. The second integrals of Eqs.

(13)-(14) can be evaluated immediately, yielding
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(15)

g(v) -1-

n A f f 2
E -1J. 4v v1 (1 +
j v? Lo 3v 3 2

(16)

In the Fokker-Planck equation, however, we need the following expressions,

which can be obtained by straightforward di f ferent iat ion of Eqs. (15)-(16);

9v
4 i kt"1,1™-,) n i z , - (m.+mJ
^ ' | e a e c f.,\ . v J J a J

me e

(17)

3v
/TT

v?v9 o
- " T H P ( V ) + - 1 "3v 3

n.z. f 2 v.v
+ E - t i J G . l v ) - - ^ H.(v)+ - 4 — exp(-vVv^) (18)



L e

Here

n

2 2

n.z. f 9 v.
v.
J

v .
( y ) + j

J J
(19)

F (v) i (20)

v 2 ...2
G (v) = jv'^l*

o
(21)

Ho(v) = fv
l4cxp(-v'2/v^)dv'

o
a

(22)

For a perturbative solution to the Fokker-Planck equation these expres-

sions are too involved. The Most natural approximations of the ion integrals

are obtained from Eqs. (20)-(22) by letting v-"°° ;

/if 3

— vj
4 J

(23)

(24)
8 v
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h,(v) s M y J . (25)
J 8 J

The integrals for the electrons are more complicated. The best thing
to do is probably to use the truncated Taylor expansion

-v2/v2) sexp(-v2/v2) 4 4
ve ve

The third term of this expansion has not been included into earlier analysis.
It is necessary, though, for proper approximations close to the electron ther-
mal velocity. We now obtain

(27)

He(v) 4
v 5 - ) 4 ' (29)

e

2 2For simplicity, terms including the factor exp (-v /v.) are now neglected. With

these approximations, the quantities needed become
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r 1 3v 9v -j./̂  m J 5 2 aj m-
e e J

-2-2 4n

(31)

2_ Ä n v 2 , 2

v e b v^ v i
,32,

Before proceeding, it is of great value to consider a comparison between

(30)-(32) and their exact counterpart, derived from Eqs. (17)-(19). From

Figs la)-c) it can be seen that all expressions r,, r^ and r^ are valid within

10% in the interval 1.8 v^v-^0.8 vg, and within 30% in the interval

1.3 v-<v<v . It is also demonstrated the necessity, as compared to earlier

theory, to make the refined approximations of the electron integrals at higher

velocities.
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4. Non-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation

After introducing the dimension!ess variable u=v/v , where v is the

source velocity, Eq. (9) becomes, with Eqs. (30)-(32) inserted

2 —
[ (U2

+KU4
+ J ) f a ] • u"2

The notations are

, - Ve

v2

K = -0.6 -£
ve

V P ?2
0 = ^ r - S zniz?j

3 _ - yc
ot = z — j

vo

n z2.

"e j m j

4 m.

y [ J a ] ^ j )f

m 7

(2U3)"1 J - ^ % ^ a ^
a L J CX
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Ts =--

. -

E* E

/? V3Zeff

v 2 2

Ve

Here m. is the mass of the dominating ion species, n is the neutral

density and S is the number of injected ions per unit volume and time.

An expression for the energy-dependent charge exchange cross section has

been given by Riviere [§} ;

2.14 10~13/a(0.535-0.155 loglnW)
2 - .

(ov) ^ - j ^ [ £— »V1 (34)

cx (1+0.897.10 V " * )

The relative energy W is in keV.

Similarly to Ref [3] the boundary conditions to Eq. (33) must be:

f. finite at u=o, f-»-0 when U-K», f continuous at u=l and
a a a

5(l+K+6)[f'(u)]
1+ = -V"3ST.KU) . (35)
1- o s
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The latter equation is obtained by realizing that the 5-function is a genera-

lized function, making f' discont
a

(33) we can obtain Eq. (35) from

lized function, making f discontinuous at the source. Upon integrating Eq.

1+E
lim / G(u)fa(u)du = 0

e

1+e

lim f G(u)f'(u)du = 0 (36)
e-o 1-e a

lim /G(u)f (u)du =
e-»o l-£

where G is an arbitrary, continuous and continuously differentiate function;
-: is a positive real number.

A standard technique for solving partial differential equations like Eq.
(33) is to expand in the eigenfunctions to the pitch angle operator; Legendre
polynomials

f U,u) = Z anlu)P_U). (37)
a n=o n n

By using the recurrence formulas for the Legendre polynomials, and Eq. (33),
an equation for the coefficients a results;

. -2 d2 1, 2 4 o. i -2
ou —^ K u +ICU + -)a-l + u

(38)
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where KU) has also been expanded;

K(O = I KnPnU) (39)
n=o

with

1
[K(OPn(OdC • (40)

We have also introduced

m.
3n
3nl ar

a

m. 7
ucZeffbn (n+1 ) ' ( 4 2 )

a

where

The boundary conditions transform to: an finite at u=o, a -+-0 for u-»«,

an continuous at u=l and

(43)

Equation (38) is our final equation. In the next Section a WKBJ tech-
nique is applied to give a perturbative solution to first order in the small
parameters 5 and A.
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5. The solution

We will now use the clever procedure described in Ref [3] to obtain a
WKBJ solution to Eq. (38). Formally the solution is represented by power
series in the small parameters 5 and A

an

*n

*n

oo

= J] tjj 5

m=o n

CO

" t=o n

uc1 n

\se

'tAt

dx

(44)

We will here concern ourselves with the zeroth and first order terms only. As
will soon be apparent, the solution then takes the form

an

" (45)
I if*

an

From Eqs. (38) and (44) we find, to lowest order (terms ̂  6 ) ,

- 0 . (46)

The t r i v i a l solution 4>°o=0 we discard, and obtain



or

c U +KU +ct

In next order (terms ̂  1) we find, using Eq. (47),
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(47)

(48)

+ ^
lu +KU Kx u(u +KU +a" no = 0 (49)

which has the solution

& 3
u -

a
Mn

5 3
K U +a

iU
C

U( 3+K
5 3>

iu +a )
du

(50)

A is an arbitrary constant. If we instead use Eq. (48) we obtain, in the

same order,

u3+KU5+a3 u(u3+KU5+a2
= 0 (51)
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which has the solution

''" +IT(T /T ))
s - du

o u3+KU5+a3 J ! " ( " 3 + ^ 5 + a 3 )

n̂o = Bn U - r \ + C t o e

U +KU + —

with B an arbitrary constant.

Before proceeding to higher order terms, we note that the solution (50)
tends to inf ini ty as U-K», whereas the solution (52) does not. In writing down
the 'ansatz' Eq. (44) we did not explicit ly distinguish between the two solu-
tions that must result from a second order differential equation. Now i t is
clear that only one of the solutions is appropriate for u>l. Similarly the
solution (52) diverges as u-K), leading us to conclude that for u<l the correct
solution is that corresponding to Eq. (47) and for u>l the solution correspon-
ding to Eq. (48).

From terms ^ A/5 there results

n c o n+1 - ,o , c _,
TH" S n o V l ,o 2n73 W n + 1 , 0 , ( 5 3 )

which equation with Eq. (47) yields

Snl = 0 , (54)

and with Eq. (48)
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u F n .0 _,_ n+1 o 1
n l " ,,2 4 a *TT V l . o + 2hT3 «Wl ,o (55)

The higher order terms <p and <{>°, must now be obtained for the

solution for u<l. Taking terms ^ 6 we f ind with Eq. (47) the d i f ferent ia l

equation

J , , . |3U 2 +5KU 4

u(u +<u +a )

u +KU +a
/ 3 b 3Tu(u +KU +a )

(56)

Its particular solution is

u L
no

(u 3
+ KU 5

+ a
3 ) j -

u(u +KU +a )J
du (57)

Finally, terms ^ A yield the equation

u n
+KU +a

, n-1 .o I n+1 \,.o ., n+2" — V l , o J + [ ( * ) +
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which has the particular solution

u o
u

"ni ' *no 2n-l du

n+2

du
du (59)

There now remains to determine the constants An and B in Eqs. (50) and

(52). We use the boundary conditions at u=l; a continuous and Eq. (43).

Taking the two full solutions an of this Section, a recursive equation for

A results. To zeroth order in o and A we findn

An - (60)

Inserting this back into the equation yields, to first order

\ - ST K V - 3 ^ il***0!-
n s n o

n+K+ct3)(2+4ic-o) "I \ +

(1+K+O) J /

ASts
 V° , I J L _ K.

2n+3
(61)

Continuity gives

5n = A n J7Z m (62)



The fu l l solution can now be written down;

f (e,u) = L a (u)P (cose)
a n=o

where, for u<l

23

I2n-1

, d a n+l + n+2 o

2n+3 dx x n + 1

"Jt(t3
+Kt5

+a3)
dt

±-rex

J T T
x +KX +a

and for u>l

(64)

x +icx + -

2, JT . o n+1 . o

. 2n-l n " ] 2n+3
)b (65)

5 3 ) t(t3+Kt5+a3)
dt

(66)

The coefficients AR are given by Eq. (61) .

As an i l l us t ra t ion , Eqs. (63)-(66) have been evaluated for the case of

neutral beam injection into the JET tokamak; see Fig .2 .
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6. Simple solutions at high energies

A few instances of the distribution function, derived in Section 5, where
terms of first order can be regarded as negligible, will be given in the fol-
lowing. We observe that >,-+0 and 6-+0 as, in particular, either v -*•» or v -»-0.
In consequence with the neglect of terms ^6, the entire solution for u>l
(%exp(-6~ )) can often be neglected. Physically this means that velocity dif-
fusion in a 'cold' background is insignificant.

For fusion products in the MeV energy range the zeroth order solution
is generally sufficient. Assuming isotropic birth pitch angle distribution
and low neutral density (TS/

T
CX

<<;1) we obtain the very simple distribution
(for u<l)

(67)A
+KU

That the zero order terms really are sufficient is demonstrated in Fig.3.

Due to prompt losses of particles, K(O should model the loss region. Retaining
an anisotropic K(^) the result is instead

n,dt

ST.
 T

Z K e x Pn(cose) (68)
n=0 n n

Finally we give the zero order solution corresponding to neutral beam
ions and relatively slow fusion products such as T(1.01 MeV). In this velo-
city region we can neglect K, and the integrals have analytical solutions.
We neglect charge exchange. For u<l

St K
a , , j» ", 6m. Z (69)

a



and for u>l

25

(l*o) (u3*a3)
7 i 3 . 2 , 2 0 7(1+a ) (u + - )

U3(l+a3)

u +a

m . Z

K I
(70)
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A derivation of an explicit solution for the distribution in pitch angle
and velocity of fast ions slowing down into a multi-species Maxwell i an plasma
background has been given. In the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation the
source is assumed nonoenergetic but of arbitrary pitch angle spread. Exactly
the same technique of solution as that given in Ref [3] has been used through-
out, although we have employed a better approximation of the Rosenbluth
potentials in this paper.

The incitement for performing the present study has been twofold. Firstly
there was a need for analytical solutions in the MeV energy regime, in which
fusion products such as a-particles are born. Secondly, the earlier literature
covering solutions to the Fokker-Planok equation for the slowing down of beam
ions is problematic due to it being plagued by errors. The analytical ap-
proach, however, is very forceful.

The problem addressed is complex and a number of approximations have been
used. These have earlier been touched upon, and their validity must be con-
sidered differently for different applications. For example, when using the
present solutions for computing fusion reactivities the assumption of no
cross-field drift is good even for \/ery high energies, since most reactions
occur in the centre of the plasma.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. The exact and approximated Rosenbluth potentials are compared. Full
lines represent exact solutions, dotted lines represent the approxi-
mations made in this paper and segmented lines represent earlier
theory- In the top Figs, the entire velocity interval Kv/v<v /v-
is covered. In the bottom Figs, enlargements of the region K v / v < 5 ,
where earlier and present theory coincide, are shown. Parameters used
are ma=mi=3.34«10"

27kg, Te=iyiQ keV, Z^l (other Z ^ O ) , n^n =1.0.

a)

b)

c)

Function

Function

Function

rr

r2,

i

i

i

.e.

.e.

.e.

Eq.

Eq.

Eq.

(30).

(31).

(32).

Fig.2. Distribution function for neutral beam injection of deuterium into
a JET-like deuterium plasma at 55° to the magnetic axis. Parameters
zre; beam energy 160 keV, 1^=^=5 keV, ne=3«10

19m"3, nn=10"
8m3,

a) Zero-order solution from Eqs. (63)-(66).
In this order the electric field is insignificant.

b) Same solution with first-order terms retained, and
E=-0.05 Vm (co-injection).

c) As b), but here E=+0.05 Vm" (counter-injection).

Fig.3. Distribution function for tritons (1.01 MeV) slowing down into

same background as that for Fig.2. The source is assumed isotropic.

Nearly identical results are obtained for

a) Zero order solution (Eq. (67)).
b) First order solution (Eqs. (63)-(66)).
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bution in pitch angle and velocity of fast ions slowing down into a multi-
species Maxwell ian plasma is given. The analysis extends previous results
to the velocity regime 1.8 v ^ v ^ . 8 vg, where vi and vg are the ion and
electron thermal velocities, respectively. Consequently the solution models
classical slowing down of fusion reaction products, such as a-particles.
The solution also covers, and corrects, earlier results for the distribution
function of slowing down neutral beam ions.
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